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January 4, 2013 

Subject: Response to NMED Letter Dated December 7, 2012 

Repeat Sampling and Gas Bubbles in Groundwater Samples 

Bulk Fuels Facility Spill, Solid Waste Management Units ST-106 and SS-111 

Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico 

To Whom it May Concern: 

This letter is being submitted in response to the letter received from the New Mexico Environment Department 

(NMED) on December 7, 2012, regarding the sampling of gas bubbles in groundwater samples. This letter 

responds to the concerns enumerated in the referenced letter. 

As stated in the NMED letter dated September 28, 2011, the concern is that the presence of gas bubbles in water 

samples would be detrimental to sample integrity, particularly to those samples analyzed for volatile organic 

compounds. In the Kirtland Air Force Base (AFB) response letter, sent January 26, 2012, potential sources of 

entrained bubbles were identified as follows: 

 Faulty Bennett™ pump operation 

 Naturally occurring gas bubbles dissolving when in equilibrium with the atmosphere 

As stated in the Kirtland AFB letter dated January 26, 2012, the Bennett sample pumps in use are gas driven 

pumps. Compressed gas is used to return groundwater to the surface and atmospheric air could potentially enter 

the sample stream if there is a broken seal between the air drive cylinder and the water-side piston. The design of 

the pump is such that when functioning properly, the drive gas never contacts the groundwater. The pumps 

installed in the wells of concern in the original August 2011 verbal communication from the NMED 

(KAFB-106045, KAFB-106061, and KAFB-106081) all had new, dedicated Bennett™ sample pumps installed at 

the time the bubbles were observed. Similarly, the wells documented in the letter dated November 7, 2012 

(KAFB-106205, KAFB-106205, and KAFB-106209), all had recently installed new, dedicated Bennett™ sample 

pumps. All new pumps were thoroughly tested by the manufacturer prior to shipment. Additionally, Shaw 

Environmental & Infrastructure, Inc. (Shaw) worked with Bennett™ to verify pump functionality and determined 

that air in the discharge tubing from pump malfunction was a low probability because water would not be 

returned to the surface. However, if the observed bubbles are a function of the sampling equipment, they should 

have gas analytical results equivalent to the drive gas (e.g., atmospheric for atmospheric air compressor, or 

argon). 
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In the letter dated January 26, 2012, Kirtland AFB recommended additional gas bubble sampling in order to better 

document the potential source of the gas bubbles. These methods were further documented in the Kirtland AFB 

letter dated November 30, 2012. The methods outlined in the letter are industry standard methodologies for 

sampling and analyzing gas bubbles. The NMED letter dated December 7, 2012, identified the following four 

main concerns following the receipt of the Kirtland AFB letter: 

1. NMED Comment: An ambient air sample needs to be obtained and analyzed to provide “background 

conditions.” Previously, the Permittee compared gas sample analyses to a published reference on air 

components, which may not present accurate information for the Bulk Fuels Facility Spill Site. 

 Response: The Bulk Fuels sampling program utilizes air compressors as the source of compressed gas to 

drive the sample pumps. The air compressors draw atmospheric air in and utilize that air to drive the 

sample pump. In the previous evaluation of gas bubbles, it was most appropriate to compare the gas 

bubble sampling results to ambient air because the air compressors utilize ambient/atmospheric air. This 

current evaluation will utilize compressed argon as the drive gas in the air compressors. The use of argon 

gas will allow a definitive path forward to evaluate whether or not a faulty sampling pump is the source of 

entrained gas bubbles. An ambient air sample would be a benefit to the evaluation if atmospheric air was 

being introduced to the system through the air compressor; in the proposed approach this is not the case. 

Since argon will be used, no ambient air sample will be collected. 

2. NMED Comment: The Isotech Laboratories, Inc. website (http://www.isotechlabs.com/customsupport/ 

samplingprocedures/IsoBagSM.pdf) states “…When using a pump, it should be capable of maintaining a 

constant pressure at or above that which exists within the aquifer. This is to ensure that gases dissolved in 

the water within the aquifer remain dissolved until the water is transferred into an IsoBag
®
. If using a 

pulsating pump such as a bladder pump, please contact Isotech for additional recommendations.” The 

Permittee must contact Isotech and report to the NMED additional recommendations made by Isotech, if 

any, concerning the use of their product in this particular situation, which includes both the pressure in the 

tubing being below ambient aquifer pressure and use of a pulsating pump. 

Response: Isotech Laboratories was contacted prior to developing the evaluations documented in the 

Kirtland AFB letter dated November 30, 2012, and all recommendations have been incorporated into the 

design of the evaluation. 

3. NMED Comment: The second bullet of Page 3 states “Based on experience with similar sites in New 

Mexico, where ARCH has been used and has resulted in bubbles, the bubbles caused by this drilling 

method will be persistent with time.” The Permittee must provide details describing which sites this 

statement refers to and what relevant conditions are similar between these sites and the Bulk Fuels 

Facility Spill area.  

http://www.isotechlabs.com/customsupport/samplingprocedures/IsoBagSM.pdf
http://www.isotechlabs.com/customsupport/samplingprocedures/IsoBagSM.pdf
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Response: During the resampling even on November 6, 2012, during which NMED, Kirtland AFB, 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and Shaw representatives were on site to observe the gas 

bubbles and determine path forward, an NMED employee stated that he had seen the same type and 

density of bubbles during groundwater sampling in wells at Los Alamos National Labs. He stated that 

they were able to determine that ARCH introduced gas bubbles into the aquifer because of the amount of 

air pressure used to drive cuttings to the ground surface. The Kirtland AFB letter dated November 30, 

2012, was documenting this verbal communication, per agreement reached in the field between NMED, 

Kirtland AFB, USACE, and Shaw.  

4. NMED Comment: The analysis of only two gas samples is insufficient. Propose at least four additional 

samples that are to be taken at well locations along the entire length of the plume and at different depths 

where bubbles have been observed during water sampling. 

Response: Based on the sporadic occurrences of bubbles observed in the groundwater monitoring wells 

(Table 1 in the Kirtland AFB letter dated November 30, 2012), Shaw proposed an iterative approach to 

sampling gas bubbles in order to evaluate the source(s) of bubbles. Shaw will schedule and sample gas 

bubbles at the two proposed wells (KAFB-106205 and KAFB-106206). The results of these two samples 

will be used to inform the selection of four additional groundwater monitoring wells for gas bubble 

sampling. Sampling of gas bubbles at additional wells will also be dependent on the observation of gas 

bubbles during groundwater monitoring sampling; bubbles do not consistently occur in all wells from 

quarter to quarter (Kirtland AFB letter dated November 30, 2012). The additional gas bubbles will be 

collected in coordination with the scheduled groundwater monitoring sampling. 

The following are four wells Shaw has tentatively selected for sampling, following the receipt and 

analysis of gas bubble samples from KAFB-106205 and KAFB-106206: 

 KAFB-1069: This well was installed during initial drilling of monitoring wells for the Bulk Fuels 

Facility spill and is located in the historic nonaqueous phase liquid footprint at the toe of the 

plume. 

 KAFB-106082: This is a shallow well in the plume core, along the plume axis that had bubbles 

observed during Third Quarter 2012.  

 KAFB-106057: This is an intermediate well near the northeastern boundary of the ethyldibromide 

plume. Bubbles were observed in this well location in three of the four quarters evaluated in the 

Kirtland AFB letter dated November 30, 2012. 

 KAFB-106090: This is a deep well along the plume axis. Bubbles have been observed at this well 

location since installation. 

 




